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 Connecting you from land, sea and space
Our network and expertise
Find out more
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 Vocus and Google to deliver new subsea cable
Vocus selected as Google partner to deliver fibre cable system connecting Australia to USA
Find out more
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 Reliable, secure solutions for business
With some brilliant limited-time offers
Find out more
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 Vocus Satellite - Starlink
Low latency, high speed connectivity across Australia
Available now
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With a purpose-built network, world-class expertise and solutions, and Australia-based customer support, you can trust Vocus to deliver.












	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	


Enterprise

From network and collaboration services, to data centre and cloud solutions, you can count on us to meet your needs.



Learn more







	
		
	
	
		
	
	
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
	


Government

As a critical infrastructure provider, we're experts in secure, reliable, and high-performance solutions for government.



Learn more







	
		
	
	
		
	
	
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
	


Wholesale

Across Australia, New Zealand, and into Asia Pacific, we provide wholesale connectivity, voice, and data centre solutions you can depend on.



Learn more













What's happening at Vocus

Stay up to date with what is happening at Vocus, read the latest Vocus news, get insightful information from our Vocus blog, or catchup on the latest industry news


 Previous[image: ]Vocus launches bonding for Starlink services: blazing fast internet across Australia’s entire landmass

27 March 2024 - Vocus News
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27 June 2023 - Vocus Blog
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How Vocus delivers brilliant made simple for customers

Watch the videos below for an insight on how Vocus and its customers work together to achieve brilliant solutions.





Fast and reliable fibre network solutions

When you’re building Australian-first sustainable projects, you need a secure business network that enables you to collaborate with designers from around the world. See how our Vocus internet, fast response, service and delivery made a difference for Acciona.









Confidence for switching your high speed network

There’s a lot at stake when changing your network solution provider, so it’s critical to find someone you can trust to deliver. See how Vocus helped BankVic through a major network transition, providing them with a new, secure business network, as well as confidence, control and a great experience from start to finish.









Innovative fibre networks for high-speed business internet

When Minjar Gold needed a new way to improve network coverage and business internet connectivity speeds across its remote site in Western Australia, it turned to Vocus.














Vocus Inspire Podcast

We dive head-first into what’s on the minds of Australian business and government leaders to help inspire you and your organisation to go forward, go further, and go faster.
Click here to listen to more episodes.





From minds to metrics: quantifying the benefits of diverse thinking

Delve into the quantifiable benefits of diverse thinking with Liz Abrahams, APAC Regional Champion Diversity and Inclusion at Infosys. Learn how organisations can measure the positive impact of cognitive diversity on key performance indicators, from revenue growth to employee engagement and more.









From Defence to humanitarian aid: navigating LEO sat technology

We
speak with Dr. Matthew Ilic, our very own satcomms specialist, an Australian
army veteran with 32 years of service. We chat to Matt about the significant
benefits LEO satellite connectivity offers the defence industry, and the huge
impact it can have on humanitarian relief efforts throughout the world.









The double edged sword of AI in Australian workplaces

The AI genie is out of the bottle and it’s not going back in. Its enormous benefit will have to be balanced with its impact on workforce. Two Australian AI experts, Dr. Kellie Nuttall - AI Institute Leader & Strategy and Business Design Leader at Deloitte and Prof. Toby Walsh - Chief Scientist, Laureate Fellow & Scientia Professor at UNSW AI Institute, to talk about the path that organisations will need to carefully navigate.














Our customer stories

Click here to read more customer stories

[image: ]Community Enterprise Queensland

“We used our experience of working in the regions to customise the install of the Vocus Satellite – Starlink solution to accommodate the environmental variables in the area – high winds, salty air and cyclones.”

Douglas Stephens, Managing Director, AirBridge


Go to CEQ customer story



[image: ]Tesserent

"By putting in Vocus Dark Fibre we were able to immediately go to 10Gbps, with the capacity to go much faster in the future simply by swapping over the network equipment at either end. It doesn’t cost us any extra from Vocus if we do that."

Paul Cosgrove, Senior Account Manager, Tesserent


Go to Tesserent customer story



[image: ]Skillinvest

“I now have one screen right in front of me that shows me live network threats and traffic for the whole network. It is a game changer for me to be able to see issues as they arise in real time and be able to deal with them straight away before they affect anyone on the network.”

Phil Mathieson, IT Manager, Skillinvest


Go to Skillinvest customer story










Trusted by leading organisations
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We connect people, businesses, governments, and communities across Australia and New Zealand, to the world.

We own and operate almost 25,000km of fibre network across Australia and New Zealand, that is purpose-built for business and government like no other.

Our experience designing, building, and managing networks means we’re able to give you the security, reliability, and control you need. 

Learn more









Our awards and certifications
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Get in touch with our team.

[image: ]Support Portal

Get help online, access our FAQ's, downloads, manuals, and troubleshooting guides, create and manage support cases securely, 24x7.


Login to Support Portal
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For enquiries about our products and services, our expert team is available during business hours to help find the right solution for your business.


Enquire now



[image: ]General enquiries

For Customer Care and General enquiries, contact our Vocus Support Centre 24x7 via the online general enquiry form.


Enquire now
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